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SLATWALL SYSTEM SLATWALL SYSTEM

Art.111

We produce slatwall panels conform to Harmonized 
standard UNI EN 13986:2005,based on the Decree 
October 10,2008 of the Ministry of Labour, Health 
and Social Affairs - “Issuing aldehyde positions 
designed to regulate ant from wood-based panels 
and manufactured with the same in living environ-
ment and living OJ. 288 of 10 December 2008”.
The surface of our panels is scratch proof.

VAT, TRANSPORT AND ASSEMBLY NOT INCLUDED

Panels of any colour (excluded groove cover)
price  € 19,99

90xh124cm standard panel size 18mm thickness with 15cm groove centre distance 
10cm, 20cm, 30cm slots milled upon request as per cost estimates 
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SLATWALL SYSTEM SLATWALL SYSTEM

90xh124cm standard panel size 18mm thickness with 15cm groove centre distance 
10cm, 20cm, 30cm slots milled upon request as per cost estimates 

        L’art. 214 may also be used as Terminal instead of Art. 213
in this case, it is necessary to leave 1.0cm instead of 1.6cm from the edge of the Panel.

Panels of some colour (excluded groove cover) 
90xh124cm thickness 18mm 

price  € 19,99

The maximum loading capacity of the shelves 
used on slatwall systems max 20 kg.
To increase these values, add more screws to 
lock the bed cover.
Screws must be 3x25mm

Application example for Art. 213

Art.111
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ACCESSORIES AND FINISHES FOR SLATWALL SYSTEMSPARETI AUTOPORTANTI A PANNELLI DOGATISELF-SUPPORTING SLATWALL SYSTEM
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ACCESSORIES AND FINISHES FOR SLATWALL SYSTEMS

Art.231

Art.234

Art.232

Art.233 Art.237

Art.232 C

Art.213Art.212

Art.215

Art.214

Art.221 All

Art.223 All

Art.222 All

   

Slats 8xh124cm thickness19mm
price € 1,99

Screws 100pc 4.5x60 and anchors 100pc
price € 16,90

Screws 50pc 4.5x60 and anchors 50pc 
plasterboard  price € 15,50

Screws 100pc 4x25
price € 3,90

Solid fir wood 5x4xh300cm
 price  € 11,50

Angle bracket 4x4cm 100pc
price € 9,80

Baseboard silver 270cm 
 price € 9,60

End angle piece silver h277cm
price € 11,90 

Side piece silver 270cm 
price € 8,60

Joint black 270cm price  € 3,30
Joint silver  270cm price  € 3,30

Groove cover 270cm
Natural extruded aluminium 

price € 3,89

Angle bracket 2x2xh270cm 
silver anodized aluminium

price € 9,99 
 

Angle bracket 2x4xh270cm
silver anodized aluminium 

price € 10,99
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SHELVES

Art.611

Art.612

Art.830

Art.1230

Art.614

Art.617

Art.831

Art.627

Art.611 Wh

Art.613

Shelf white 
 90x36cm thickness 20mm

price € 10,80

Shelf silver 
 90x36cm thickness 20mm

price € 10,80

Shelf silver 
70x25cm thickness 20mm

price € 9,40

Shelf silver 
90x25cm thickness 20mm

price € 9,90

Hanger bar to be 
mounted under faced shelves 

price € 13,90  

Round Shelf 
 52,5x52,5cm thickness 28mm

price € 24,50

Shelf silver 
 90x36cm thickness 28mm

price € 13,90

Shelf silver 
 90x45cm thickness 20mm

price € 14,90

Shelf silver 
 120x45cm thickness 20mm

price € 15,90

Adhesive price-tag holder 
90x3cm

price € 1,99
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SHELVES TEMPERED GLASS AND METAL

Art.615

Art.616

   Art.480 acc

Art.618

Tempered glass Shelf 
90x36cm thickness 8mm

price € 17,99

Tempered glass shelf 
 70x25cm thickness 8mm

price € 11,90

Tempered glass shelf 
 90x25cm thickness 8mm

price € 13,99

Tempered glass 
extra shelf for Art.480 

56x25cm thickness 6mm 
price € 9,90

Art.621 Oa

Art.621 Sl

Art.621 Bk

   Art.481/482 acc

   Art.483 acc

Tempered glass 
extra shelf for Art.481 and Art.482 

82x25cm thickness 6mm 
price € 17,90

Tempered glass 
extra shelf for Art.483 

82x16cm thickness 6mm 
price € 15,90

Sheet metal shelf  with black profile 
90x36cm including shelf supports 

price € 19,80

Sheet metal shelf with oak profile 
90x36cm including shelf supports

 price € 19,80

Sheet metal shelf with silver profile
90x36cm including shelf supports 

price € 19,80
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ACCESSORIES FOR SLATWALL AND GRID SYSTEMS

Art.731

Art.711 15.1

Art.711 20.2

Art.711 20.1 Art.711 30.1

Art.711 30.2 Art.711 acc

Art.711 at Art.711 c

Art.721 23 Art.721 32

Art.721 acc

Single-wire blister holder 15cm
Wire diameter 5mm

price € 2,31

Single-wire blister holder 20cm
Wire diameter 8mm

price € 1,89

Single wire blister holder 30cm
Wire diameter 8mm 

price € 1,89

Double-wire blister holder 20cm
Wire diameter 5mm

price € 1,89

Double-wire blister holder 30cm
Wire diameter 5mm

price € 1,89

Price tag holder
 double wire
price € 0,35

Suction cups
 For glass shelves  

price € 7,99       Unlock key for against shoplifting 
price € 3,00

Against shoplifting 
holder doblewire

price € 1,10

   Straight front hanger
 length 44cm
price € 5,50

Pair of shelf supports 
length 23cm
price € 8,80

Pair of shelf supports 
length 32cm
price € 8,80
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ACCESSORIES FOR SLATWALL AND GRID SYSTEMS

Art.736

Art.733

Art.737 Art.738

Art.739 Art.740 60Art.740 40

Art.742 Art.742 acc Art.743

Art.735Art.732
Tilted front hanger 

length 47cm
price € 6,50

Side hanger 
pipe 90cm depth 32cm

price € 11,50

Clothes hanger 
diameter 9cm
price € 4,80          

Ball holder / hat hanger 
diameter19cm

price € 5,90

Multi-purpose hook 
price € 2,52 

Mini-ball hanger diam. 9cm 
price € 4,80

Helmet / gloves holder / snowboard 
price € 10,80

Oval shoe support
with price tag holder (optional)

20X15cm  
price € 1,99

Price tag holder
price € 0,55

Hair-band holder 40cm length
price € 16,90 

Hair-band holder 60cm length
price € 18,90 

Revolving shoe support
price € 11,90
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ACCESSORIES FOR SLATWALL AND GRID SYSTEMS

Art.746

Art.623 Art.626Art.625
Book holder

  16,5x16,5cm
depth 14,5cm

price € 8,80

Art.641
Pair of hooks 5x3cm

price € 5,00

Art.642
Fixing plate

price € 2,00

Kit 4 adjustable feet in height
h16,5/18,5cm
price € 26,00

Art.471

Art.472

Inclined sheet metal shelves
44x4xh25cm
price € 16,90

Shelf to scale 
May be placed on a shelf,

hooks for slatwall panels (optional) 
29x21xh7cm  
price € 11,80

Kit four wheels high-capacity 
For art.411, 432 and 433

price € 14,90

Visible wheels (4 wheels)
price € 21,90

Pipe and pipe support for curtains
Length 100cm
price € 11,90

Dressing-room curtains 
140xh260cm
price € 35,00

Art.745

Side-adjustable oval mirror
It can be fixed to slats or to the wall

22xh34cm
price € 37,00

Art.741Art.473
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LIGHT SYSTEMS AND FRAMES

Art.1302

Art.1303

Art.235

Art.236

1 LED strip 120cm
+ transformer and cables

You can install it without calling the electrician  
price € 26,90

Enclosed spotlight LED adjustable
Power: 6watt = 50 watt

May be applied to showcases and 
inside display cases 

price € 7,90

Frame 
10x15xh270cm
price € 116,00

Spandrel 
40x10xh270cm
price € 145,00
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Art.1007

 Art.1010Art.1009Art.1008

Art.1002 Art.1003 Art.1004

Art.1005 Art.1006

Art.1012 Art.1013 Art.1014

PLEXIGLAS ACCESSORIES

Show support – object holder
25x11cm 

price € 4,40

Mobile phone holder 16x16cm
May be placed on a shelf

price € 9,40

A4 format notice holder 
price € 6,30

A4 format brochure holder
May be placed on a shelf

depth 4,5cm
price € 11,99

Post-card holder  / card holder
40x12x2,5cm

price € 7,50

Object holder 
40x15cm 

price € 7,50

Glass object holder 
8x8x11cm 

price € 7,40

Mobile phone / tablet holder
10xh15cm 

 price € 4,30

Shelf for books / cd  
40x7cm

 price € 4,50 

Price holder 10x5cm
May be placed on a shelf

price € 2,30

Price tag holder 10x10cm
May be placed on a shelf

price € 2,80

Price tag holder 10x15cm
May be placed on a shelf

price € 3,40
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Art.1032 

Art.1033 

Art.1016 Art.1017 Art.1018

Art.538 30 Art.538 110Art.538 8

Art.1019 Art.1020 

Art.1035 

PLEX ACCESSORIES AND NOTICE BOARDSPLEXIGLAS ACCESSORIES

Rectangular table bracket 
10x20xh15cm

price € 9,40 

Rectangular table bracket 
20x25xh20cm
price € 15,30

Rectangular table bracket
 20x30xh25cm
price € 23,90 

Conteiner with removable internal 
dividers 44x12xh10cm

price € 17,50

Socks Holder
19x20xh10cm
price € 13,70

A4 format notice holder
May be placed on a shelf

price € 8,90

A4  format notice holder 
horizontal

May be placed on a shelf
price € 8,90

Display unit with 5 adjustable 
dividers 30x10xh11cm

price € 9,60

A4 format notice holder magnetic support
price € 32,00

A4 format notice holder  stand h30cm
price € 26,90

A4 format notice holder stand h110cm
 price € 27,90
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CASH-DESK COUNTERS

Art.311 Art.313 Art.314

€ 50 per side.

Art.315 Art.316 Art.317

Art.313 Art.311Art.311Art.311

Art.317Art.316

Modular counter
Standard size: 91,5x 57xh97cm

Combination: counter base +  
scratch-resistant top surface + shelf

price € 199,00

Modular counter with display case 
Standard size: 91,5x57xh97cm

Combination: counter base + 
diplay case h17cm + shelf

price € 259,00

Corner unit for counters
Size: 57x57xh97cm

Combination: corner unit +
scratch-resistant top surface

price € 179,00

Open corner unit for counters
size: 57x57xh97cm

Combination: corner unit + 
scratch-resistant top surface +

2 shelves
price € 298,00

Corner junction Kit
Composition: round top +

diagonal corner panel  
price € 99,00

Round shelves junction Kit
Composition: round top +

2 round shelves price € 109,00
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CASH-DESK COUNTERS

Art.322 Art.323Art.321

Art.324 Art.326Art.325

The drawing above shows the various types of counter top surfaces according to different layouts.  
B: small top surface near the angle.
C: top surface with free side, to be used as an end unit.
D: top surface for individual counters. Both sides are free.
M: top surface for central or side counter flush with the cash-desk.
E: corner top surface.

Additional shelf 
for Art.311 and Art.313

price € 12,50

Drawer with lock
for Art.311 and Art.313

price € 29,40

Drawer for Art.311 max 7
and for Art.313 max 5

price € 24,30

Doors for Art.313
price € 52,50

Display case lock 
price € 52,50

Doors for Art.311
price € 60,00

PVC cable gland diameter 6 cm
price € 2,00

Art.327
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CASH-DESK COUNTERS

Cash-desk counter 175x64xh97cm 
One or two-colour RAL  .With drawer and shelf internal. 

12mm glazed glass top surface 
Prepped for possible logo 

price  € 980,00

Cristal Top counter 125,6x62xh97cm 
One or two-colour RAL  with 2 screw-on bands 
Internal shelf  and led strip (Art.1303) included

10mm glazed glass top surface. Prepped for possible logo 
Rawer on request (optional € 60,00)  

price  € 399,00

Art.350

Art.351
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CASH-DESK COUNTERS
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Art.411 134 Art.411 150 Art.411 185

Art.411 L 134 Art.411 L 150

Classic display unit  
for front exposure 

91x45xh150cm
price € 179,00

Art.411 L 185
Classic display unit  

for front exposure 
91x45xh185cm
price € 239,00

Art.471

SLATWALL DISPLAY UNITS

Classic display double-face unit 
91x80xh134cm
price € 169,00

Classic display double-face unit 
91x80xh150cm
price € 189,00

Classic display double-face unit 
91x80xh185cm
price € 249,00

Kit four wheels high-capacity 
For art.411, 432 and 433

price € 14,90

Classic display unit  
for front exposure 

91x45xh134cm
price € 159,00
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Art.412 90Art.412 45

Art.541Art.542

Multi-top display
base 112x64xh139cm 

price € 169,00

Multi-top display
73x44xh139cm 
price € 149,00

Art.413 90Art.413 45

Art.542

Art.541

Art.472

SLATWALL DISPLAY UNITS

Multi-purpose display unit
base 73x44x h180cm 

price € 139,00

Multi-purpose display unit
base 112x64xh180cm

price € 159,00

Oval sign-holder  
75x27cm

price € 21,00

Oval sign-holder 
50x20cm

price € 18,00

Visible wheels (4 wheels)
price € 21,90
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SLATWALL DISPLAY UNITS

Art.410

Art.432 Art.433

Art.852

Art.840

Art.841

Art.451Art.842

Swinging shelf display
74x57xh152cm
price € 340,00

Clothing display
120x60xh138cm

price € 149,00

Cristal Top Display 
 silver colour

126x91xh131cm
price € 269,00

Central independent module
silver colour whit wheels 

 112x64xh127cm
price € 139,00

Display table 
112x64xh97cm
price € 129,00

Large basket  Ring 
73x73xh90cm
price € 99,00

With an extra € 60

With an extra € 50 Footboard 
91x80xh10cm
price € 42,00

Half footboard 
91x40xh10cm
price € 35,90
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FOOTBOARDS AND DISPLAYS

Ladder display
silver color, with visible wheels

100x80xh139cm
price €149,00

Art.415

Double-sided ladder display
silver color, with visible wheels

100x80xh139cm
price €189,00

Exhibitor cubes
silver colour with wheels (optional)

May be used on walls, on slatted panels
92x36x40cm
price € 49,00

Art.844 Art.845 

Work table or countertop
wood effect oak color

180x70xh90m
prezzo € 490,00

Art.843
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Art.911

 for a 50 € extra 

Art.912 Art.913

Kit per fissaggio 
vetrina su mobiletto /cassettiera

h38cm
prezzo € 35,00

Art.482 acc

Art.112 acc

Art.472

CABINETS AND SHOWCASES

Cabinet with two doors 
(optional exposed wheels kit)

92x45xh63,5cm
price € 96,00

Chest with two drawers 
(optional exposed wheels kit)

 92x45xh63,5cm
price € 139,00

Chest  with four drawers 
(optional exposed wheels kit)

92x45xh63,5cm                     
price € 159,00

Visible wheels (4 wheels)
price € 21,90
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Art.480

Art.481

Art.111 acc

Art.482 Art.483

   Art.480 acc

 Art.481/482 acc  

 Art.483 acc  

Showcase slim forslatwalls with lock 
90x18xh92cm

price € 139,00

CABINETS AND SHOWCASES

Glass cabinet with interior lighting, 
tempered glass shelf lock. 

60x30xh60cm
Can be used on wall or on slatted Panel

(indicate in the order) 
price € 89,00

Showcase for slatwalls
97x32xh92cm

price € 167,00

Showcase with slatted back with lock
97x32xh92cm 

It may be assembled on cabinets or 
anchored to walls (indicate in the order)

price € 199,00

Tempered glass 
extra shelf for Art.480 

56x25cm thickness 6mm 
price € 9,90

Tempered glass 
extra shelf for Art.481 and Art.482 

82x25cm thickness 6mm 
price € 17,90

Tempered glass 
extra shelf for Art.483 

82x16cm thickness 6mm 
price € 15,90
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Art.111 acc Art.112 acc

ACCESSORIES SHOWCASES 

Triangle top showcase
 90xh18cm

price € 9,00

Half-moon top showcase 
90xh18cm

 price € 9,00

Kit 4 adjustable feet in height
h16,5/18,5cm
price € 26,00

Art.473

Art.111 acc

Art.112 acc
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Art.491 Art.492 Art.493

Art.490

Pillow for Art.490
  90x44cm

price € 18,00

Art.490 acc

Pillow for Art.491-492-493
  40x40cm

price € 8,00

Art.491 acc

Table with shelf
88,5x64xh85cm

price €69,00

Art.495

 BENCHS AND TABLE

Semi-oval bench with pillow
  90x44xh40cm

price € 99,50

Bench  with pillow 
45x45xh43cm
price € 29,99

Bench with pillow  
88,5x45xh43cm

price € 35,30

Bench with pillow 
120x45xh43cm

price € 44,00
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RACK SERIES

Art.1230

Art.1211c

Art.1231 23

Art.1221Art.1232

Art.1201 Art.1211 Art.1211 c

Art.1231 32

Rack rail
3,1x2,5cm bar
 height 250cm
price € 17,90

Smooth panels for rack
88xh124cm thickness 18mm 
(see you code colours pag.2)

price € 19,99

Slatwall for rack
88xh124cm thickness 18mm 
(see you code colours pag.2)

price € 19,99

Shelf silver
90x36cm thickness 28mm 

price € 13,90

Pair of helf supports 
length 23cm

To be used with both glass and 
silver shelves  
price € 9,80

Pair of helf supports 
length 32cm

To be used with both glass and 
silver shelves  
price € 9,80

Hangers support 
90x32cm width

price € 11,50

Accessories support
Length 90cm

price € 14,90
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RACK SERIES

Art.1241 Art.1242

Art.1243

Art.1243

Art.1201

Art.1230

Art.123132

Art.1211

Art.433

Art.1241

Art.1242

Magazine holder 
90x12cm depth

price € 26,90

Magazine holder 
90x18cm depth

price € 28,90

Magazine holder 
90x24 cm depth

price € 30,90
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ALUMINIUM SERIES
Decoration supplied  

with column 

Art.811

Art.811 P.A. Art.811 P

Art.832Art.830

Art.811 D Art.821 90 Art.821 120

Art.833

Aluminium column h250cm
price € 36,90

Self-bearing foot
12x60cm

price € 14,90

Painted iron foot 
price € 7,88

Wall anchor spacer 
price € 8,30

Horizontal bar 90cm
price € 9,45

Horizontal bar 120cm
price € 10,92

Faced silver shelf 
90x45 thickness 20mm

price € 14,90

Shelf supports (pair)
lenght 30cm
price € 7,40

Greek fret hanger 
price € 8,60
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ALUMINIUM AND GRID SERIES

Art.811 R

Art.811 P.C.

Art.461

Art.421

Threaded support
price € 5,00

Screw-foot
price € 5,00

Grid panel + 
anchorage to wall

 90x60cm
price € 36,90

Grid display unit 
98x60xh137cm
price € 159,00
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ACCESSORIES FOR EYEWEAR STORES

Art.848

Art.1001

Art.463
Sandblasted Plexiglas 

80xh120cm thickness 8mm 
with studs and spaces  

for wall applications  68 slots  
price € 330,00

Eyeglasses display unit (6 pairs)  
May be mounted on a shelf 

20x20xh50cm
price € 15,90

Eyeglasses  display unit
14 slots 19xh120cm

price € 49,00

Art.464
Single glasses holder

6x6cm
price € 2,20
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GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS

1) GENERAL ASPECTS - Application of General Conditions - These general sales conditions are the only  applicable terms 
and conditions regulating the orders, purchase of products and/or supply of services requested by the Customer. Any 
other term or condition shall be considered as non-valid. These General Conditions shall replace all other terms or 
conditions, and are the only terms or conditions to be referred to by the Customer. 
ALTRARREDO has the right to change these General Conditions at any time without notice. Any order and/or agreement 
made on the basis of the previous general conditions shall in any case remain valid.
 
2) ORDERS - ORDER ACCEPTANCE. The order, countersigned by the Customer, shall be considered as irrevocable for the 
Customer and binding for ALTRARREDO SEL, unless a notice of non acceptance has been forwarded by 
ALTRARREDO SEL to the Customer within a period of 30 (thirty) days after the order date.
 
3) DELIVERY TERMS - Delivery terms for the goods are given just as an indication and are not binding for ALTRARREDO. 
Any technical delay or delay caused by force majeure events, such as natural disasters, etc., or any other unwanted delay 
in the delivery of the goods shall not entitle the Customer to any refund. 
ALTRARREDO shall in no case be held liable (and consequently shall not pay any indemnity) for any direct or indirect 
damage caused to the purchaser as a result of any delay in the delivery of the goods, or interruptions or partial or total 
cancellation of the supply, unless these events can be proven to have been caused by wilful conduct or gross negligence 
by ALTRARREDO.
 
4) GOODS TRANSPORTATION - The goods travel at the purchaser’s risk, including when sold in prepaid delivery. Unless 
the parties have agreed otherwise, transport charges shall be paid by the purchaser. The goods are shipped ex works by 
using the means of transport indicated by the Customer or, if the Customer has given no indication as to the means of 
transport, it will be shipped by using the means of transport deemed to be most appropriate by ALTRARREDO.
 
5) PRIX - The prices shown in the price list refer to standard products and colours. ALTRARREDO reserves the right to 
change the applicable rates. In any case, the final price of the goods is the applicable price at the time when the order 
has been finalised. Unless otherwise agreed, prices are to be intended as not inclusive of transport or dispatch expenses, 
transport insurance, VAT (or any other applicable sales tax), customs duties or any other public tax.
 
6) PAYMENTS - Payment of the goods shall be deemed valid only if made to the seller’s domicile and within the term 
indicated in the invoice. Any delay in payment for any reason shall require the Customer to pay interest on arrears at a 
6 point higher rate than the official discount rate, applied on a daily basis for each delay in payment.
 
7) RETENTION OF TITLE - The goods shall be considered to have been sold, as provided for by Art. 1528 of the Civil 
Code, under reserve of ownership for the seller ALTRARREDO, who transfers the goods, until total payment of the order. 
The Customer agrees to keep the goods under retention of title with care and to provide any necessary maintenance or 
repair.
 
8) COMPLAINTS - Any complaint shall be notified formally, under penalty of its nullity, by sending a registered letter not 
later than 8 days after receiving the goods. If the complaint is grounded, the Customer shall be entitled to a replacement 
of the goods, but only after returning the faulty goods to ALTRARREDO. 
The Customer has the burden of proof. No claim will be accepted, including when made through judicial proceedings,
if ALTRARREDO has not received the payment of the goods mentioned in the complaint. 
ALTRARREDO shall not be held liable in the event of any defect, fault and/or insufficient quality of the material used for 
the manufacturing of the goods and rejects any liability for any direct or indirect damage claimed by the Customer in 
connection with any defect or fault detected in the goods supplied.
 
9) CONFIDENTIALITY - The Customer authorises ALTRARREDO and its designated persons to use its personal and 
corporate information in compliance with Law 675/1996 in connection with the conduction by ALTRARREDO of the 
activities connected with its business purpose. The personal information may also be used with electronic or automated 
means. The Customer authorises ALTRARREDO to produce copies of the supply for the purpose of printing catalogues 
or other with the purpose of promoting ALTRARREDO’s products.

10) APPLICABLE LEGISLATION - COMPETENT COURT - The contractual relation established is regulated by the Italian 
legislation. Any controversy arising in connection with this agreement shall be submitted to the Court of Parma.



SISSA-TRECASALI (PR) P.za G. di Vittorio, 4 43018 tel. 0521 379126 (4 LINEE RA) fax 0521 879771
e-mail: info@altrarredo.com  sito: Http://WWW.ALTRARREDO.COM

FULL ITALIAN PRODUCTS
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